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Abstract:	 Resilience is the ability of a system to withstand and stay operational during the impact of unexpected 
disturbance or unpredicted changes. Recent studies on air transport network resilience focus on topology characteristics 
after disturbance and measure the robustness of the network with connectivity. Nodes under attack shall be removed from 
network thus resulting unconnected subgraphs. However, the operational characteristics of the air transport system are 
neglected in these work. In reality, airport is barely shutdown when it suffered external or inner disturbances. Instead it will 
stay operation with degraded capacity. Here we develop a simulation model to analyze the operational characteristics of the 
air transport network with airports capacity decrease. Our analyses show that the system deteriorates soon when disruptive 
event occur but returns to an acceptable level after a period of time. The punctuality of the system decreases with increase 
of the number of attacked airports and the attacked interval constraint. The punctuality is sensitive to the low value of 
attacked interval constraint but insensitive with high one. Moreover, we compare the structural indicators and operational 
indicator: the operational indicator can identify some critical nodes that the structural indicators cannot detect.   
Keywords: Air transport, network, operation, resilience 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Air transport is one of the most important components of 
the whole transportation system which plays a critical role 
in our daily life. Due to the rapid growth of air transport 
demands in recent years, airports and airspace become 
more and more congested. Great efforts have been made to 
improve the capability of the next generation of air 
transportation system. Advanced automation systems and 
operation concepts have been introduced aiming at 
enhance system capacity and efficiency while reducing the 
cost and environmental impacts. Air transportation system 
consists of large numbers of social-technological 
subsystems governed by complex operational mechanisms. 
As a complex system, it is sometimes vulnerable to 
external disruptions such that even small local events may 
cause unexpected consequence. For example, the closure 
of the airport for two hours due to thunderstorm may cause 
huge number of flights delayed. It would take more than 
four hours for the whole air transportation system to 
recover to its original operation state. The structure of air 
transport system is a network composed of airports as 
nodes and direct flights between them as edges. Flight 
delays caused by disruptions will not dissipate 
immediately. Instead, like epidemics it will spread in the 
network and will decrease the whole operation efficiency. 
When disruptive events occur, the system may not 
collapse immediately nor has fatal consequence, but it will 

absorb the perturbation as possible as it can to withstand 
and maintain its fundamental functions. In worse case, the 
system will be unable to retain its original state. However, 
the system will bounce back to an acceptable stable state 
after a period time of recovery. This inherent property of 
system is called resilience. The understanding of the 
resilience of air transport network has fundamental 
meanings to both academic and engineering fields. Little 
has been done in the study of operational resilience of air 
transport network. 
The word resilience has been originally derived from Latin 
word “resiliere”. It defined in Collins dictionary as “the 
properties of a substance to return to its original shape or 
position after it has been stretched, pressed or bent”. Look 
through the literatures on resilience, there are a variety of 
definitions about it. Some literatures defined resilience as 
static one: it is the ability of a system to withstand and stay 
operational at the required level of safety during the 
impact of a disruptive event[1]; while others defined the 
resilience as the speed of system to recover to the desired 
state in the aftermath as dynamic one[2]. 
There is not much work on the operational resilience of air 
transport system; much focus is given to the robustness of 
air transport network. Network science provides a 
theoretical and algorithmic framework for us to analyze 
the robustness of air transport system. A fragile network 
structure will make system more vulnerable to the 
disturbances, and cause the further destructions and 
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failures after attacked. Conversely, a tenacious structure 
will reveal a stronger redundancy when the disruptive 
events occur. The study of network robustness is based on 
the topology structure by removing the nodes or edges 
from the network and then evaluates the robustness of 
network according to the variation of its structure. Hossain 
et al. set diverse failure scenarios and analyzed the 
robustness of Australia airport network by attacking nodes 
and links with different strategies. They present several 
topological measures of nodes and edges based which the 
nodes and edges are removed. They found that the network 
behaved more robust while the edge or air-route failures, 
but very sensitive to the central nodes (which with high 
degree and betweenness) malfunction[3]. Zhiwei He et al. 
have shown that high-degree and low-degree nodes play 
different roles in network and found the failures of high-
degree nodes are more likely to paralyze the network[4]. 
The US airport network shown a high-degree 
characteristic which reveals extreme structure 
vulnerability. When the low-degree nodes are removed, 
the topological properties of the network changed slightly. 
When a few number of high-degree nodes are failed, the 
network properties changed drastically. The top 10% of 
the most connected nodes removed can cause network 
efficiency deterioration by 25%[5]. Lordan et al. modeled 
global air transport network and assessed the robustness of 
network based on simulating attack on selected airports 
with different selection criteria. They found that the 
adaptive strategy based on betweenness centrality can be 
used to detect the critical airports whose failure would 
cause a great loss of network connectivity[6]. 
However, in reality, airports and air routes are barely 
shutdown when it suffered disturbances. Instead, they may 
preserve a degradation of capacity or just be temporary 
closure. Furthermore, the studies of air transport network 
robustness are solely based on topological structures while 
ignoring the operational characteristics of the system. In 
response to the lack of the study of the operational 
resilience, we develop a simulation to analyze the 
operational characteristics of the air transportation system 
with the airport capacity decreased. And we find some 
critical airports that the method based structure 
characteristics can’t detect. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes simulation model and proposes the resilience 
indicators. Section 3 presents the results and analyzes the 
resilience of air transport network. Finally, Section 4 is 
devoted to the concluding discussions. 
 

2. Method 
 

2.1 Simulation framework 
The disruptive events affecting air transport system 
include extreme weather (heavy rain, snow storm, dense 

fog, tornados etc.), nature disasters, equipment failures and 
human errors. Historical flight data records do not have 
any information details of these factors occurred in 
system. Here, we develop a simulation model to study the 
impacts of disruptive events on the sys performance. 
Historical flight data are obtained from the Operations 
Management Center of Air Traffic Management Bureau, 
Civil Aviation Administration of China. Our simulation is 
based on the flight data recorded on 28th February 2011, 
with a total of 139 airports and 5374 flights involved. The 
procedure of simulation proposed below traverses all the 
flights and calculates their actual departure and arrival 
time according to the runway capacity. This simulation 
model also considers the details on airport profile, runway 
queuing, and flight turnaround procedure. Due to the 
limitation of the length, the details of simulation model 
will not be covered here. 
Procedure of simulation queuing 

1: _SEL AP←: the set of attacked airports 

2:Constraint  ← the interval constraint of the runway 

3:[ ],s eT T  : impact time 

4: [ ]2 , _ , , ;
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else
+ ∈ ∈⎧

= ⎨
⎩

 ←  the 

interval time of runway 

5: Input flight schedule. 

6: Iterate through time slices, generate TempFlightQueue from 
schedule 

7: for each flight F TempFlightQueue∈  do 

  if F  is departure flight then 

add F  into airport departure queue, update ATD according to 
a
tS . 

  else if F  is arrival flight then 

add F  into airport arrival queue, update ATA according to a
tS  

and successor flight’s ETD. 

  end if 

end for 

8: Output Executive Flight Data 

 

2.2 Scenarios 
In this study, we design two simulation scenarios: random 
attack and selective attack. In random attack scenario, we 
randomly choose a certain number of airports and decrease 
their capacities; while in selective attack, the capacity of 
specific airport/airports will be set to below its/their 
normal operation. In each scenario, we set two different 
time periods according to the hourly traffic to degrade 
airport operations, 08:00AM to 10:00AM and 02:00PM to 
04:00PM. The peak hours of departure traffic is between 
08:00AM and 10:00AM, and the peak hours for the 
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departure and arrival traffic are between 02:00PM and 
04:00PM. 
 

2.3 Metrics 
2.3.1 Punctuality 
Punctuality is a key indicator to measure the operational 
performance of flights per unit of time. It defined as the 
ratio of the number of flights whose departure delay is less 
than 15 minutes to the total number of flights. The value of 
punctuality ranges from zero to one – a higher value 
indicates a better operational efficiency of the system. 

2.3.2 Queuing diagram 
Yi Liu and Mark Hansen proposed the queuing diagram of 
airport which can directly represents the demand and 
supply of the airport over time in the picture[7]. We extend 
this method to the whole air transport system. The queuing 
diagram of the departure flights of the entire system is 
shown in Fig.1. The blue line represents the scheduled 
cumulative demands, whose slope means the schedule 
demand rate of the system. The green line represents the 
actual cumulative departures, whose slope indicates the 
actual operation performance of the system. Two curves 
almost overlapped from zero to time T, which represents 
the supply and demand maintain a balance. From time T1 
to T2, the actual supply rate decreases because of some 
disturbance, causing the imbalance between supply and 
demand. After time T1, the attack has been removed and 
supply rate is higher than demand rate within a short time. 
After time T2, the actual cumulative departure curve 
seems to be in parallels to the scheduled cumulative 
demand curve, which indicates the operation efficiency of 
system is gradually recovering. The difference between 
scheduled cumulative demand curve and actual cumulative 
departure curve is the total delay in the system which is 
highlighted by the shaded area in Fig.1. It is defined as in 
(1). 

( ) ( )e

s

T

T
D S t A t dt= −∫                          (1) 

Where, ( )S t is the scheduled cumulative demand; ( )A t is 

the actual cumulative supply; sT  is the initial time of the 

flight schedule and eT  is the termination time of the 
schedule. 

 
Figure 1 The queuing diagram of the departure flights of the entire 

system 

 

3. Result 
 

3.1 Random attack 
Fig 2 displays the result of simulation under random attack 
from 08:00 to 10:00. As shown in Fig.2a, before 7:00, the 
punctuality remain 1 with no airports attacked in the 
system. The attack start at 8:00, and the punctuality 
decreases dramatically. We analyzed how the punctuality 
changed with the different number of attacked airports 
( N ). The punctuality tends to decrease rapidly as N  
increases, and reaches the lowest value at 10:00. After 
that, the punctuality “bounces back” gradually, and the 
slope of the restitution curve increases with the increase of 
N . In the recovery phase, the punctuality returns to 0.8 at 
15:00 and no longer increases at 20:00. It reaches the 
stable recovered state (punctuality of all the situations are 
more than 0.9) which different from the state without 
attacked. The punctuality culminates at 23:00 while still 
far from the normal state. The larger the N , the larger the 
difference it is between attacked state and normal one. The 
attack pattern of 10 airports and 60 minutes constraint 
means that the capacity of attacked airports reduced from 
30 to 1 flight per hour per runway. However, the 
punctuality still remain above 90 percent throughout the 
day which illustrates that the system can still maintain 
high operating efficiency under this situation. When N  
are greater than 30, the punctuality of the system will be 
lower than 0.8 for a period of time and recover to more 
than 0.8 after 15:00 which illustrates that the system can 
restore to an acceptable level for a period of time. 
Next, we analyzed the result with attacked interval 
constraint (C ) as variable. Does the punctuality vary with 
different C ? As shown in Fig.2b, the punctuality with C  
range from 0 to 10 minutes changes obviously which 
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decreases with the increase of C . The punctuality 
decrease in proportion with N , but different with C . As 
C  increases, the range of change of punctuality is 
diminishing. When C  is greater than 40 minutes, the 
punctuality almost does not decrease with the increase of 
C . The sensitivity of the punctuality to C  decrease as C  
increases, and the punctuality is no longer sensitive when 
C  is greater than 40 minutes. When C  is less than 30 
minutes, the punctuality reaches its lowest value at 9:00 
and bounces back quickly after the attack withdraw. But 
while C  is greater than 30 minutes, the valley value of 
punctuality lasts for two hours which means more 
destruction to the system. 

(a)  

(b)  
Figure 2 Hourly flight punctuality of the whole system with attack from 
8:00 to 10:00. a) Hourly flight punctuality with the number of attacked 
airports (N) as the variable and the attacked interval constraint (C) as a 
constant (60 minutes). b) Hourly flight punctuality with Cas the variable 
and N as a constant (60). 

How did the punctuality behave when the attacked period 
changed? We simulate the airports attacked from 14:00 to 
16:00 and find the result is similar to the former one. As 
shown in Fig 3, the punctuality reaches minimum at 15:00 
and recovers later. It looks slightly different in the 
recovery phase which has two unstable points – 17:00 and 

20:00. The punctuality culminates at 23:00, but still lag 
behind the situation with attack from 8:00 to 10:00 
because of its short recovery phase.  

(a)  

(b)  
 

 

Figure 3 Hourly flight punctuality of the whole system with attack from 
14:00 to 16:00. a) Hourly flight punctuality with the number of attacked 
airports (N) as the variable and the attacked interval constraint (C) as a 
constant (60 minutes). b) Hourly flight punctuality with C as the variable 
and N as a constant (60). 

3.2 Selectivity attack 
Study of air transport network robustness based on 
topological structure considers BC (betweenness 
centrality) as one of the critical indicators to measure the 
importance of nodes. The structure of network is severely 
damaged with the nodes of high value of BC attacked. The 
BC of a node is defined as the ratio of the number of 
shortest paths passing through it to all shortest paths. The 
BC of a node reflects its transitivity, and a node with high 
value of BC represents that it has high contribution to the 
efficiency of the whole network. If a high-BC node failed, 
the average shortest path of the entire network will 
increases and the efficiency will decreases. 
Degree as the most significant and basic index reflects the 
interactivity opportunity of a node with other nodes in the 
network. From the structure perspective, the higher degree 
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of the attacked node, the more possible its influence 
propagates to the other nodes.  
We attacked the airports one by one from 8:00 to 10:00 
and calculated the QDD (queuing diagram delay) of the 
whole system. To understand further the relationship 
between topology metrics and operational characteristics, 
we ranked the nodes with their degree and BC to compare 
the QDD. 
Fig 4 shows the result with the QDD on the vertical and 
the attacked airports sorted by their degree on the 
horizontal. The diagram displays the top 50 airports in the 
network. Roughly, the nodes with high degree have 
relatively high QDD, and the QDD of the nodes ranked 
behind 40 are pretty low. The top four airports with the 
highest value of degree correspond to the ones with 
highest QDD. These four airports are also the center hubs 
in China: ZBAA is the Beijing capital international airport 
with the degree of 86 which connected to the great 
majority of airports; while ZGGG is the largest air traffic 
hub in southern China with the degree of 69 which also 
contact to most of airports; ZSSS and ZUUU are the 
biggest airports in eastern and western of China with the 
similar degree. Their airlines structure density are near-
equal but the QDD of ZSSS is larger than QDD of ZUUU 
which means the system is affected more with ZSSS 
attacked than with ZUUU attacked. There are some 
anomalous airports which ranked lower in degree but with 
a high rank in QDD: the degree of ZGSZ is less than 
ZPPP, ZUCK and ZSPD, but the QDD of ZGSZ is larger 
than these three airports; ZHHH and ZGHA, ZSNJ and 

ZSAM, ZSHC and ZHCC – these three pairs of airports 
have the similar degree but are great different in QDD; 
ZYTX and ZSFZ have lower degree but higher QDD 
compare to other adjacent airports. Degree of airports may 
reflect the density of the airlines emanated from the 
airports which means the high-degree airport can 
connected more airports. But, from the perspective of 
operational characteristics of air transport system, the 
airport with a higher degree does not have a greater impact 
on the system, and the airports with the same degree do 
not mean that they have the same impact on the system. 
Fig 5 displays the result with the QDD on the vertical and 
the attacked airports sorted by their BC on the horizontal. 
In general, the airports with high BC have relatively high 
QDD, but the number of anomalous airports is more than 
that in Fig 4. The BC of ZGGG is lower than ZPPP, but its 
QDD is higher; The BC of ZSSS is less than ZWWW and 
ZUUU, but its QDD is much larger; The QDD of ZGSZ is 
also higher than other airports with larger BC; ZSNJ, 
ZTTX and ZSHC have the same BC of 0.01 but their QDD 
are much higher than other airports with the same BC; The 
QDD of ZBTJ and ZJHK are also higher than the airports 
with the same BC. BC of the airports reflect the 
dependence of the shortest paths to the airports. In our 
simulation result, the airports with the higher BC do not 
always give more impact to the system. BC is the most 
influential indicator in analysis of the structure robustness 
of air transport network, but it is not universal when 
considering the actual operation. 

Figure 4 Queuing diagram delay of the entire network with the attacked airports sorted by their degree (correspond degree marked in the brackets). The 
five lines correspond to five different attacked interval constraint ranged from 10 to 60. 
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Figure 5 Queuing diagram delay of the entire network with the attacked airports sorted by their BC (correspond BC marked in the brackets). The five lines 

correspond to five different attacked interval constraint ranged from 10 to 60.

4. Discussion 
This paper has simulated the airports capacity decrease 
due to the attacked and analyzed the resilience of the air 
transport network. The indexes to measure the network 
operational characteristics have been proposed, and we 
discovered that the network presents a process as 
deteriorate – recover – stabilize under attack. To compare 
the structural indicators and operational indicators, the 
result indicates that the structural indicators can roughly 
distinguish the importance of nodes, but inability to 
identify the some critical nodes when we consider the 
operational characteristics. Our findings has contributed to 
help us understanding the operational characteristics of the 
air transport network and identifying the critical airports 
that have significant influence on system, but the specific 
characteristics of these nodes have much to be discovered. 
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